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Synthesis of Prebiotic Molecules in an Experimental Atmosphere
Introduction
Geologists estimate that Earth formed about
4.5 billion years ago and biologists estimate
that life arose about 1 billion years later. Life
on Earth could have arisen from non-living
substances present in the primitive planet. This
was considered possible after the 1820s, when
a chemist first synthesized a biological
molecule—urea—from a non-biological
molecule—ammonium cyanate. This was a
landmark experiment because until that time,
the chemistry of life was considered to be
totally separate from the non-living chemistry.
Although the composition of primitive Earth’s
atmosphere is debated, in the 1950’s Nobel
Prize-winning chemist Harold Urey proposed
that it was full of reduced molecules, similar to
the atmosphere then known to surround the
outer planets in the solar system (Jupiter,
Saturn, etc.). Urey suggested that the
molecules present before life were methane
(CH4), ammonia (NH3), hydrogen (H2) and
water (H2O). Urey suggested that it might be
possible to generate the building blocks of life
such as amino acids in a laboratory simulation
of early conditions. Urey thought that success
was unlikely, but it was worth a try. His
graduate student, Stanley Miller, agreed to do
the experiments, but aware of the risks of
failure decided that if he could not get positive
results in six months, he would give up and go
on to another project. As it turned out, he got
results within a few weeks. Miller set up the
laboratory simulation, using the four gases in
an enclosed system, an electrical discharge to provide energy, and a cooling condenser to allow any
substances that formed to dissolve in a watery “ocean”. After a week, he analyzed the water by
separating substances on paper chromatography and found amino acids. This result was important in
beginning a description of possible events during the billion years before life appeared on Earth.
Original Papers
Miller, S. L. 1953. A production of amino acids under possible primitive earth conditions. Science 117:
528–519.
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/117/3046/528.pdf
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Miller, S. L. and H. C. Urey. 1959. Organic compound synthesis on the primitive earth. Science 130:
245–251.
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/130/3370/245.pdf
Links
(For additional links on this topic, refer to the Chapter 2 Investigation Links.)
Stanley Miller describes the experiment
http://www.ucsd.tv/miller-urey/
Analyze the Data
Question 1 (from textbook Figure 2.16)
The following data show the amount of energy impinging on Earth in different forms.

A. Only a small fraction of the sun’s energy is ultraviolet light (less than 2,500 nm). What is the rest of
the solar energy?
B. The molecules CH4, H2O, NH3, and CO2 absorb light at wavelengths less than 2,000 nm. What
fraction of total solar radiation is in this range?
C. Instead of electric discharges, what other sources of energy could be used in these experiments?
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Question 2
Below is a chromatogram from Miller’s initial experiment, in which the gases CH4, NH3, H2O and H2
were exposed to electric discharges for a week. What three amino acids were present? Look up their
structures in the text.

Question 3
The yields of different molecules are shown in the table below.
Compound
Glycine
Alanine
Lactic acid
Alanine
Aspartic acid
Glutamic acid
Urea

Yield (mmoles)
6.3
3.4
3.1
1.5
0.04
0.05
0.02

A. Which of these molecules are amino acids?
B. For the non-amino acids, look up their structures and briefly state their biological functions.
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